High-interest Books for Teens by Joyce Nakamura, 1988, Gale Research Co. edition, in English - 2nd ed. This high-interest books for teens, a guide to book reviews and biographical sources. 2nd ed. by Joyce Nakamura. 0 Ratings. 0 Want to read. 0 Currently reading. 0 Have read. This edition published in 1988 by Gale Research Co. in Detroit, Mich. Children's reading books – our lists aim to make it easier for teachers, parents, and schools to find high quality, engaging and interesting books to instil a reading for pleasure culture in the classroom and encourage primary and secondary aged pupils to read at home. By Jan Tolkien. This page explaining our reading book lists was last updated on Apr 24, 2021 @ 9:19 pm. Guide to Biographies Books to read in 2021. Here we discuss what these books propose, its key takeaways and their reviews. Let us discuss each of the biographies books in detail along with its key takeaways and reviews. You are free to use this image on your website, templates etc, Please provide us with an attribution link. How to Provide Attribution? Article Link to by Hyperlinked For eg: Source: Biographies Books (wallstreetmojo.com). #1 â€” The Immortal Life of Henrietta Lacks. by Rebecca Skloot. About the book. This book is about Henrietta Lacks who is the source of the immortal cell line HeLa, which was taken from her cervical cancer cells after her death in 1951 without her or her family's knowledge. These are remarkable books—books that made history, books that challenge societal perceptions of the world, and books that are quite simply interesting and moving. The books are presented in alphabetical order, and a short description is given for each book, as well an explanation of why it is worth reading. Why Is Reading Important? Why should you read these books? Why should you read at all for that matter? Reading is essential to communication, especially in an era of emails and texting. Beyond even that, though, reading has an array of crucial purposes. It will help improve your grades and The books are only as long as they "need" to be, and McCullough provides enough cultura... It doesn't go in depth into a particular topic, but rather does a high-level sweep of some key events, which might raise interesting questions prompting readers to learn more if they choose. It's comic book style storytelling with good art and quick dialogue. Of course, given it's a Howard Zinn book (for the most part), the content won't be what you'll find in a typical American history book. There is no "American, F-yeah, we are awesome," but instead interesting questions about America's savior complex.